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Abstract

Fuzzing is one of the most popular and effective techniques for finding software bugs. To detect triggered bugs, fuzzers leverage a variety of sanitizers in practice. Unfortunately, sanitizers target long running experiments—e.g., developer test suites—not fuzzing, where execution time is highly variable ranging from extremely short to long. Design decisions made for developer test suites introduce high overhead on short lived fuzzing executions, decreasing the fuzzer’s throughput and thereby reducing effectiveness.

The root cause of this sanitization overhead is the heavy-weight metadata structure that is optimized for frequent metadata operations over long executions. To address this, we design new metadata structures for sanitizers, and propose FuZZan to automatically select the optimal metadata structure without any user configuration. Our new metadata structures have the same bug detection capabilities as the ones they replace. We implement and apply these ideas to Address Sanitizer (ASan), which is the most popular sanitizer.

Our evaluation shows that on the Google fuzzer test suite, FuZZan improves fuzzing throughput over ASan by 48% starting with Google's provided seeds (52% when starting with empty seeds on the same applications). Due to this improved throughput, FuZZan discovers 13% more unique paths given the same 24 hours and finds bugs 42% faster. Furthermore, FuZZan catches all bugs ASan does; i.e., we have not traded precision for performance. Our findings show that sanitizer performance overhead is avoidable when metadata structures are designed for fuzzing, and that the performance difference will have a meaningful difference in squashing software bugs.

1 Introduction

Fuzzing [33] is a powerful and widely used software security testing technique that uses randomly generated inputs to find bugs. Fuzzing has seen near ubiquitous adoption in industry, and has discovered countless bugs. For example, the state-of-the-art fuzzer American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) has discovered hundreds of bugs in widely-used software [57], while Google has found 16,000 bugs in Chrome and 11,000 bugs in over 160 other open source projects using fuzzing [10]. On its own, fuzzing only discovers a subset of all triggered bugs, e.g., failed assertions or memory errors causing segmentation faults. Bugs that silently corrupt the program’s memory state, without causing a crash, are missed. To detect such bugs, fuzzers must be paired with sanitizers that enforce security policies at runtime by turning a silent corruption into a crash.

To date, around 34 sanitizers [47] have been prototyped. So far, only the LLVM-based sanitizers ASan, MSan, LeakSan, UBSan, and TSan have seen wide-spread use. For brevity, we use sanitizers to refer to such frequently used sanitizers in the rest of the paper.

Unfortunately, sanitizers are designed for developer-driven software testing rather than fuzzing, and are consequently optimized for minimal per-check cost, not startup/teardown of the metadata structure. Consequently, they are based around a shadow-memory data structure wherein the address space is partitioned, and metadata is encoded into the “shadow” memory at a constant offset from program memory. Optimizing for long executions makes sense in the context of developer-driven software testing, which generally verifies correct behavior on expected input, leading to relatively long test execution times. Fuzzing has a more diverse set of inputs that cause both short (i.e., invalid inputs) and long running executions with billions of executions. For example, the Chrome developers use Address Sanitizer (ASan) for their unit tests and long-running integration tests [39]. However, the underlying design decisions that make ASan a highly performant sanitizer for long running tests result in high performance overhead—up to 6.59×—for short executions, as observed in a fuzzing environment1. This high overhead reduces throughput, thereby preventing a fuzzer from finding bugs effectively.

We analyze the source of this overhead across a variety of sanitizers, and attribute the cost to heavy-weight metadata structures employed by these sanitizers. For example, Address

1The average time for a single execution across the first 500,000 tests for the full Google fuzzer test suite is 0.61ms.
Sanitizer maps an additional 20TB of memory for each execution, Memory Sanitizer (MSan) 72TB, and Thread Sanitizer (TSan) 97TB on a 64-bit platform. The high setup/teardown cost of heavy-weight metadata structures is amortized over the long execution of programs due to the low per-check cost. In contrast, a fuzzing campaign typically consists of massive amounts of short-lived executions, effectively transforming what is a large one-time cost into a large runtime cost. For example, Table 1 indicates that memory management is the main source of overhead for ASan under fuzzing on the Google fuzz test suite, accounting for 40.16% of the total execution time we observe. Memory management is the key bottleneck for using sanitizers with fuzzers, and has to date gone unaddressed.

Instead, increasing the efficiency and efficacy of fuzzing has received significant research attention on two fronts: (i) mechanisms that reduce the overhead of fuzzers [27, 55, 57]; and (ii) mechanisms that reduce the overhead of sanitization on longer running tests and conflicts between sanitizers [25, 37, 38, 52, 54]. These works address fuzzers and sanitizers in isolation, ignoring the core sanitizer design decision to optimize for long running test cases using a heavy-weight metadata structure that limits sanitizer performance in combination with fuzzers. Consequently, optimization of sanitizer memory management for short execution times remains an open challenge, motivated by the need to design sanitizers that are optimal under fuzz testing.

We present FuZZan, which uses a two-pronged approach to optimize sanitizers for short execution times, as seen under fuzzing: (i) two new light-weight metadata structures that trade significantly reduced startup/teardown costs\(^2\) for moderately higher (or equivalent) per access costs and (ii) a dynamic metadata structure switching technique, which dynamically selects the optimal metadata structure during a fuzzing campaign based on the current execution profile of the program; i.e., how often the metadata is accessed. Each of our proposed metadata structures is optimized for different execution patterns; i.e., they have different costs for creating an entry when an object is allocated versus looking up information in the metadata table. By observing the metadata access and memory usage patterns at runtime, FuZZan dynamically switches to the best metadata structure without user interaction, and tunes this configuration throughout the fuzzing campaign.

We apply our ideas to ASan, which is the most widely used sanitizer [43, 44, 47]. ASan focuses on memory safety violations—arguably the most dangerous class of bugs, accounting for 70% of vulnerabilities at Microsoft [34]—and has already detected over 10,000 memory safety violations [9, 12, 50] in various applications (e.g., over 3,000 bugs in Chrome in 3 years [50]) and the Linux kernel (e.g., over 1,000 bugs [12, 51]) by using a customized kernel address sanitizer (KASan). We further apply FuZZan to MSan and MOpt-AFL.

FuZZan improves fuzzing throughput over ASan by 52% when starting with empty seeds and 48% when starting with Google’s seed corpus, averaged across all applications in the Google fuzz test suite [11] as part of our input record/replay fuzzing experiment. Due to this improved throughput, FuZZan discovers 13% more unique paths (with an improvement in throughput of 61% compared to ASan) given the standard 24 hour fuzz testing with widely used real-world software and a provided corpus of starting seeds.

Crucially, FuZZan achieves this without any reduction in bug-finding ability. Therefore, FuZZan strictly increases the performance of ASan-enabled fuzzing, resulting in finding the same bugs in less time than using ASan with the same fuzzer.

Our contributions are:

1. Identifying and analyzing the primary source of overhead when sanitizers are used with fuzzing, and pinpointing the sanitizer design decisions that cause the overhead;
2. Designing and implementing a sanitizer optimization (FuZZan) and applying it to ASan; that is, we design several new metadata structures along with a dynamic metadata structure switching to choose the optimal structure at runtime. We also validate the generality of our design by further applying it to MSan and MOpt-AFL;
3. Evaluating FuZZan on the Google fuzz test suite and other widely used real-world software and showing that FuZZan effectively improves fuzzing throughput (and therefore discovers more unique bugs or paths given the same amount of time).

## 2 Background and Analysis

We present an overview of fuzzing overhead and ASan executions with a breakdown of time spent in memory management, and time spent for ASan’s initialization and logging. Results are aggregated over 500,000 executions of the full Google fuzzer test suite [11]. Times are shown in milliseconds, and % denotes the ratio to total execution time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>ASan’s init time ms (%)</th>
<th>ASan’s logging time ms (%)</th>
<th>Memory mgmt. time ms (%)</th>
<th># page faults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0.08 (11.49%)</td>
<td>2,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASan</td>
<td>0.17 (10.38%)</td>
<td>0.30 (18.86%)</td>
<td>0.63 (40.16%)</td>
<td>11,967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison between native and ASan executions with a breakdown of time spent in memory management, and time spent for ASan’s initialization and logging. Results are aggregated over 500,000 executions of the full Google fuzzer test suite [11]. Times are shown in milliseconds, and % denotes the ratio to total execution time.

\(^2\)Compared to ASan, our min-shadow memory mode reduces the time that startup/teardown functions spend in the kernel by 62% on the first 500,000 tests across the full Google fuzzer test suite.
2.1 Fuzzing overhead

Given the same input generation capabilities, a fuzzer’s throughput (executions per second) is critical to its effectiveness in finding bugs. Greater throughput results in more code and data paths being explored, and thus potentially triggers more bugs. Running a fuzzer imposes some overhead on the program, a major component of which is the repeated execution of the target program’s initialization routines. These routines—including program loading, execve, and initialization—do not change across test cases, and hence result in repeated and unnecessary startup costs. To reduce this overhead, many fuzzers leverage a fork server. A fork server loads and executes the target program to a fully-initialized state, and then clones this process to execute each test case. This ensures that the execution of each test case begins from an initialized state, and removes the overhead associated with the initial startup.

Another technique for reducing process initialization costs is in-process fuzzing, such as AFL’s persistent mode and libFuzzer. In-process fuzzing wraps each test in one iteration of a loop in one process, thus avoiding starting a new process for each test. However, in-process fuzzing generally requires manual analysis and code changes [13, 58]. Additionally, in-process fuzzing requires the target code to be stateless across executions as all tests share one process environment, otherwise the execution of one test may affect subsequent ones, potentially leading to false positives. Consequently, testers should avoid in-process fuzzing for library code using global variables. Bugs found from in-process fuzzing may not be reproducible as it is not always possible to construct a valid calling context to trigger detected bugs in the target function, and side-effects across multiple function calls may not be captured [32]. Because of these limitations, in-process fuzzing is used on stateless functions in libraries, while the fork server model (i.e., out-of-process fuzzing) remains the most general fuzzing mode for fuzzing programs.

2.2 Address Sanitizer

All sanitizers leverage a customized metadata structure [47]. Out of many different metadata schemes, shadow memory (both direct-mapped or multi-level shadow) is the most widely used [4, 14–16, 29, 30, 42, 45, 48, 49, 56]. ASan enforces memory safety by encoding the accessibility of each byte in shadow memory. Allocated (and therefore accessible) areas are marked and padded with inaccessible red zones. In particular, direct-mapped shadow memory encodes the validity of the entire virtual memory space, with every 8-bytes of memory mapping to 1-byte in shadow memory. Shadow memory encodes the state of application memory. The 8-bit value k encodes that the 8-k bytes of the mapped memory are accessible. The corresponding shadow memory address for a byte of memory is at:

\[ addr_{shadow} = (addr >> 3) + offset \]

where \( addr \) is the accessed address. Generally, ASan only inserts redzones to the high address side of each object as the preceding object’s redzone suffices for the low address side. ASan also instruments each runtime memory access to check if the accessed memory is in a red zone, and if so faults. ASan’s effectiveness in detecting hard-to-catch memory bugs has led to its widespread adoption. It has become best practice [47] to use ASan (or KASan [20], the kernel equivalent) with a fuzzer to improve the bug detection capability.

2.3 Overhead Analysis of Fuzzing with ASan

To understand ASan’s overhead with fuzzing, we analyze the Linux kernel functions used during fuzzing campaigns. Table 1 shows the overhead added by ASan, broken out across ASan’s logging, ASan’s initialization, and memory management. Our experiments measure the ratio of the time spent in the kernel functions compared to the total execution time for a number of target programs.

Note that memory management makes up 40.16% of ASan’s total execution time, as opposed to 11.49% for the base case, and that memory management is more than double the overhead of ASan’s logging and initialization combined. ASan’s heavy use of the virtual address space results in 4.66× page faults compared to native execution. Our memory management overhead numbers reflect the time spent by the kernel in the four core page table management functions: (i) unmap_vmas (24.6%), (ii) free_pgtable (4.7%), (iii) do_wp_page (8.2%), and (iv) sys_mmap (2.6%).

Notably, unmap_vmas and free_pgtable correspond to 73% of ASan’s measured memory management overhead across the four core page table management functions. The execution time for these two functions (unmap_vmas and free_pgtable) is 10x higher than when executing without ASan. To break this overhead down, when executing a test under the fork server mode, a fuzzer needs to create a new process for each test. During initialization, ASan reserves memory space (20TB total, including 16TB of shadow memory, and a separate 4TB for the heap on 64-bit platforms) and then poisons the shadow memory for globals and the heap. Accessing these pages incurs additional page faults, and thus page table management overhead in the kernel. Note that the large heap area causes sparse page table entries (PTEs), which increase the number of pages used for the page table and memory management overhead.

Existing techniques to deal efficiently with large allocations do not help here. Lazy page allocation of the large virtual memory area used by ASan does not mitigate memory management overhead in this case, as many of the pages are accessed when shadow memory is poisoned. Poisoning forces a copy even for copy-on-write pages, and thus increases page
table management cost. During execution, memory allocations and accesses cause additional shadow memory pages to be used, again with page faults and page table management. When the process exits, the kernel clears all page table entries through `unmap_vmas` and releases memory for the page table (via `free_pgtables`). The cost of these two functions are correlated with the number of physical pages used by the process. As fuzzing leads to repeated, short executions, such bookkeeping introduces considerable memory management overhead. In contrast to these active memory management functions, `sys_mmap` only accounts for 7% memory management overhead of ASan. This is the expense for reserving all virtual memory areas. However, large areas that are actively accessed by ASan incur considerable additional expenses as detailed above.

For completeness, we note that our analysis finds that ASan performs excessive “always-on” logging (18.86%) by default, and that ASan’s initial poisoning of global variables (10.58%) is inefficient. Combined, these additional sources of overhead account for 29.44% overhead. We address these engineering shortcomings in our evaluation, but they are neither our core contributions nor the choke point in fuzzing with ASan.

3 FuZZan design

FuZZan has two design goals: (1) define new light-weight metadata structures, and (2) automatically switch between metadata structures depending on the runtime execution profile. In this section, we present how we design each component of FuZZan to achieve both goals, as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1 FuZZan Metadata Structures

To minimize startup/teardown costs while maintaining reasonable access costs, FuZZan introduces two new metadata structures: (i) a Red Black tree (RB-tree) metadata structure, which has low startup and teardown costs, but has high per-access costs; and (ii) min-shadow memory, which has medium startup/teardown costs and low per-access costs (on par with ASan). Table 2 shows a qualitative comparison of the different metadata schemes that we propose in this section, see Table 4 for quantitative results. The RB-tree is optimal for short executions with few metadata accesses as it emphasizes low startup and teardown costs, while min-shadow memory is best suited for executions with a mid-to-high number of metadata accesses as it has lower per metadata access costs while still avoiding the full startup/teardown overhead imposed by ASan’s shadow memory.

3.1.1 Customized RB-Tree

To optimize ASan’s metadata structure for test cases where a fuzz testing application only executes for a very short time with few metadata accesses, we introduce a customized RB-tree, shown in Figure 2. Nodes in the RB-tree store the red-zone for each object. Although each metadata access operation (insert, delete, and search) in the RB-tree is slower than its counterpart in the shadow memory metadata structure, our RB-tree has the following benefits: (i) low total memory overhead (leading to low startup/teardown overhead); (ii) removal of poisoning/un-poisoning page faults (as each RB-tree node compactly stores the redzone addresses and these nodes are grouped together in memory); and (iii) a faster range search than shadow memory for operations such as `memcpy`. For example, in order to check `memcpy`, ASan must validate each byte individually using shadow memory. However, in our approach, we can verify such operations through only two range queries for `memcpy`’s source and destination memory address range.

In our RB-tree design, when an object is allocated (e.g., through `malloc`), the range of the object’s high address redzone is stored in a node of the RB-tree. During a query, if
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During redzone removal, the requested address range may only be a subset of an existing node’s range (and not
the full range of a target node in the RB-tree). In this case,
the RB-tree deletes the existing RB-tree node, creates new
RB-tree nodes which have non-overlapping address ranges
(e.g., the left and right side of an overlapped area), and inserts
these nodes into the RB-tree. Since we reuse ASan’s memory
allocator and memory layout (e.g., redzones between objects
and a quarantine zone for freed objects), FuZZan provides the
same detection capability as ASan.

3.1.2 Min-shadow memory

The idea behind Min-shadow memory (for executions with a mid-to-high number of metadata accesses) is to limit the
accessible virtual address space, effectively shrinking the size
of the required shadow memory. As the size of shadow mem-
ory is a key driver of overhead in the fuzzing environment,
this enhances performance.

Figure 3 illustrates how min-shadow memory converts a
64-bit program running in a 48-bit address space to run in a
32-bit address space window (1GB for the stack, 1GB for the
heap, and 2GB for the BSS, data, and text sections combined).
Note that pointers remain 64 bits wide and the code remains
unchanged: the mapped address space is simply restricted, al-
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gram in four different ways in preparation for fuzzing: ASan,
RB-tree, min-shadow memory, and sampling mode. The sam-
pling mode repeatedly samples the runtime parameters and
then selects the optimal metadata structure. The selection
of the optimal metadata structure is governed by FuZZan’s
metadata structure switching policy.
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3.2 Dynamic metadata structure switching

Dynamic metadata structure switching automatically selects
the optimal metadata scheme based on observed behavior.
At the beginning of a fuzzing campaign, dynamic metadata
structure switching assesses the initial behavior and then peri-
odically samples behavior, adjusting the metadata structure
if necessary. Our intuition for dynamic metadata structure
switching is that, during fuzzing, metadata access patterns
and memory usage remain similar across runs and change
in phases. While the fuzzer is mutating a specific input, the
executions of the newly created inputs are similar regarding
their control flow and memory access patterns compared to
the source input. However, new coverage may lead to dif-
f erent execution behaviors. We therefore design a dynamic
metadata structure switching technique that periodically and
conditionally samples the execution and adjusts the underly-
ing metadata structure according to the observed execution
behavior.

Dynamic metadata structure switching compiles the pro-
gram using the min-shadow memory-1GB metadata mode
and, based on the behavior, reports the currently optimal meta-
data structure. The sampling mode profiles the following pa-
parameters: (i) the number of metadata accesses during insert,
We implement FuZZan’s two metadata structures and dynamically switch metadata structure based on the observed behavior. Dynamic metadata structure switching then periodically (e.g., every 1,000 executions) or conditionally (e.g., when the fuzzer starts mutating a new test case) samples executions to select the optimal metadata structure based on the current behavior. To reduce the cost of periodic sampling, dynamic metadata structure switching implements a continuous back-off strategy that gradually increases the sampling interval as long as the metadata structure does not change (similar to TCP’s slow-start [17]). Note that bugs may be triggered during sampling mode. As such, we maintain ASan’s error detection capabilities while sampling to ensure that we do not miss any bugs.

3.2.2 Metadata structure switching policies

Our metadata structure switching policy is based on a mapping of metadata access frequency to the corresponding metadata structure. This heuristic is relatively simple in order to achieve a low sampling overhead. To determine the best cut-off points, we compile all 26 applications in Google’s fuzzer test suite in two different ways: RB-tree and min-shadow memory. We then test these different configurations against 50,000 recorded inputs and determine the best metadata structure depending on the observed parameters, measuring execution time. Profiling reveals that the frequency of metadata access (insert, delete, and search) is the primary factor that influences metadata structure overhead, which confirms our original assumption. In this policy, depending on the metadata access frequency, we select different metadata structures (based on statistics from profiling): RB-tree if there are fewer than 1,000 accesses; and min-shadow memory if there are more than 1,000 accesses. Additionally, if the selected heap size goes beyond a threshold, we sequentially switch to other modes (min-shadow memory-4G, 8G, 16G, and ASan), thus increasing heap memory for continuous fuzzing.

4 Implementation

We implement FuZZan’s two metadata structures and dynamically switch metadata structure mode on top of ASan in LLVM [28] (version 7.0.0). We support and interact with AFL [57] (version 2.52b). To address the other sources of overhead in ASan (shown in Table 1), we also implement two additional optimizations: (i) removal of unnecessary initialization; and (ii) removal of unnecessary logging. Our implementation consists of 3.5k LOC in total (mostly in LLVM, with minor extensions to AFL).

RB-tree. The RB-tree requires modifications to ASan’s memory access instrumentation, as our RB-tree is not based on a shadow memory metadata structure. Thus, we modify all memory access checks, including interceptors, to use the appropriate RB-tree operations instead of the equivalent shadow memory operations. As an optimization, and for compatibility with min-shadow memory mode, the RB-tree mode also reserves 1GB for the heap memory allocator. A compact heap reduces memory management overhead. The RB-tree mode is used when fuzz tests only execute for a very short time with few metadata accesses (i.e., they allocate relatively a small amount of memory).

Min-shadow memory. Unlike the RB-tree, we are able to repurpose ASan’s existing memory access checks, as the min-shadow memory metadata structure is based on a shadow memory scheme. To shrink a 64-bit program’s address space, we modify ASan’s internal heap setup and remap the stack using Kroes et al.’s linker/loader tricks [22]. More specifically, based on this script, we hook __libc_start_main using “LD_PRELOAD” and then remap the stack to a new address, update rbp and rsp, and then call the original __libc_start_main. This allows us to reduce ASan’s shadow map requirements from 16TB of mapped (but not necessarily allocated) virtual memory to 512MB (1 bit of shadow for each byte in our 4GB address space window). We also create an additional 192MB shadow memory for ASan’s secondary allocator and dynamic libraries (which are remapped above the stack). Finally, we implement four different min-shadow memory modes with increasing heap sizes (1GB, 4GB, 8GB, and 16GB) to handle the different memory requirements of a variety of programs.

Heap size triggers. As previously stated, min-shadow memory is configured for different heap sizes. We therefore use out of memory (OOM) errors to trigger callbacks that notify FuZZan to increase the heap size.

AFL modifications. The target program is compiled once per FuZZan mode. By default, AFL uses a random number generator (RNG) to assign an ID to each basic block within the target program. Unfortunately, this would result in the same input producing different coverage maps across the set of compiled targets. We therefore modify AFL to use the same RNG seed across the set of compiled targets. This ensures that the same input produces the same coverage map across all compiled variants.

Removing unnecessary initialization. ASan makes a number of global constructor calls on program startup, performing several do_wp_page calls for copy-on-write. These constructor calls are unnecessarily repeated each time AFL executes a new test input, leading to redundant operations. Unfortunately, the AFL fork server is unaware of ASan’s initialization routines. Therefore, to remove unnecessary (re--)initialization across fuzzing runs, we modify ASan’s LLVM pass so that global variable initialization occurs before AFL’s fork server starts. This is achieved by adjusting the priority of global constructors which contain ASan’s initialization function.
Removing unnecessary logging. ASan provides logging functionality for error reporting (e.g., saving allocation sizes and thread IDs during object allocation). Unfortunately, this logging functionality introduces additional page faults and performance overhead. However, this logging is unnecessary because fuzzing inherently enables replay by storing test inputs that trigger new behavior. Complete logging information can be recovered by replaying a given input with a fully-instrumented program. We therefore identify and disable ASan’s logging functionality (e.g., StackDepot) for fuzzing runs, allowing it to be reenabled for reportable runs.

5 Evaluation

We provide a security and performance evaluation of FuZZan. First, we verify that FuZZan and ASan have the same error-detection capabilities. Second, we evaluate the efficiency of FuZZan’s new metadata structures and dynamic metadata structure switching mode using deterministic input from a record/replay infrastructure to ensure fair comparisons. Next, to consider the random nature of fuzzing and to show FuZZan’s real-world impact, we evaluate FuZZan’s efficiency without deterministic input. Here we evaluate the number of code paths found by FuZZan in a 24 hour time period, demonstrating the impact of FuZZan’s increased performance. We also measure FuZZan’s bug finding speed by using known bugs in Google’s fuzzer test suite to verify that FuZZan maximizes fuzzing execution speed while providing the exact same bug detection capabilities as ASan. Finally, we port FuZZan to another sanitizer (MSan) [48] and another AFL-based fuzzer (MOpt-AFL) [31] to verify its flexibility.

Evaluation setup. All of our experiments are performed on a desktop running Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS with a 32-core AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX, 64GB of RAM, 1TB SSD, and Simultaneous MultiThreading (SMT) disabled (to guarantee a single fuzzing instance is assigned to each physical core). Across all experiments, we apply FuZZan to AFL’s fork server mode, which is a widely-used and highly optimized out-of-process fuzzing mode. We evaluate FuZZan on all applications in the Google fuzzer test suite [11] and other widely used real-world software.

Evaluation strategy. Evaluating fuzzing effectiveness is challenging. In a recent study of how to evaluate fuzzing by Klees et. al. [21], the authors find that the inherent randomness of the fuzzer’s input generation can lead to seemingly large but spurious differences in fuzzing effectiveness. However, we are at an advantage as we do not need to compare different fuzzers nor do we change the input generation. We therefore record the fuzzer-generated inputs during a regular run of AFL, and then replay these recorded inputs to compare our different ASan optimizations to the same baseline, effectively controlling for randomness in input generation by using the same input for all experiments. For our experiments we record the first 500,000 executions for replay, yielding a large enough test corpus for reasonable performance comparisons. We also undertake a real-world fuzzing campaign (i.e., without inhibiting fuzzing randomness by record/replay) to measure FuZZan’s real-world impact on code path exploration. Finally, Klees et. al. demonstrate the importance of the initial seed(s) when evaluating fuzz testing, as performance can vary substantially depending on what seed is used. We therefore compare two scenarios: (i) starting with the empty seed; and (ii) starting with a set of valid seeds (we use Google’s provided seeds for the input record/replay experiment and randomly selected seeds of the right file type for our real-world fuzz testing).

5.1 Detection capability

We verify that FuZZan and ASan detect the same set of bugs in three different ways. First, we use the NIST Juliet test suite [35], which is a collection of test cases containing common vulnerabilities based on Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE). We use the full Juliet test suite for memory corruption CWEs to verify FuZZan’s capability to detect the same classes of bugs as ASan, without introducing false positives or negatives. Second, to verify that FuZZan and ASan also have the same detection capability under fuzz testing, we use the Google fuzzer test suite and our recorded input corpus. Finally, we leverage the complete set of ASan’s public unit tests as a further sanity check.

For the Juliet test suite (Table 3), we select CWEs related to memory corruption bugs and obtain the same detection results from the three different modes (ASan’s shadow memory, RB-tree, and min-shadow memory). To validate FuZZan against ASan on the Google fuzzer test suite, we compare AFL crash reports across the full set of target programs in the Google fuzzer test suite with our recorded inputs (to identify both false positives and false negatives). Note that we force ASan to crash (the default setting under fuzz testing) when a memory error happens as fuzzers depend on program crashes to detect bugs. As expected, FuZZan’s different modes all obtain the same crash results as ASan. However, we encounter minor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CWD (ID)</th>
<th>Good tests (Pass/Total)</th>
<th>Bad tests (Pass/Total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stack-based Buffer Overflow (121)</td>
<td>2,432 / 2,432</td>
<td>2,314 / 2,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap-based Buffer Overflow (122)</td>
<td>1,594 / 1,594</td>
<td>1,328 / 1,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer Underwrite (124)</td>
<td>682 / 682</td>
<td>641 / 682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer Over-read (126)</td>
<td>524 / 524</td>
<td>359 / 524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer Under-read (127)</td>
<td>682 / 682</td>
<td>641 / 682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,914 / 5,914</td>
<td>5,283 / 5,914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Three different metadata structure modes’ detection capability based on the Juliet Test Suite for memory corruption CWEs. FuZZan and ASan have identical results. Good tests have no memory corruption to check for false positives. Bad tests are intentionally buggy to check for false negatives.
5.2 Efficiency of new metadata structures

We perform input record/replay fuzz testing to evaluate the effectiveness of FuZZan’s new metadata structures. Doing so isolates the effects of our metadata structures by removing most of the randomness/variation from a typical fuzzing run.

Over the full Google fuzzer test suite, the RB-tree, without any other optimization, shows shorter execution times than ASan if the target application has less than 1,000 metadata accesses; conversely, the RB-tree is slower than ASan when the target application has more than 1,000 metadata accesses. On average, as shown in Table 4, several applications in the Google fuzzer test suite have more than 1,000 metadata accesses, and so RB-tree is overall slower than ASan on average.

Despite being slower on average, the RB-tree can be faster on individual applications and inputs. For instance, FuZZan in RB-tree mode demonstrates a 19% performance improvement (up to 45% faster) for 15 applications (the remaining 11 applications show higher overhead compared to ASan) when benchmarked using the inputs generated from an empty seed. On the subset of applications for which seeds are provided, RB-tree shows less performance improvement (17% and up to 39% faster) for 14 applications (the remaining 12 applications show higher overhead than ASan) when benchmarked using inputs generated from those seeds as provided seeds help to create valid input, lengthening execution times and thus metadata accesses. Note that RB-tree shows the best fuzzing performance when the target application (e.g., c-ares) has less 1,000 metadata access. Additionally, even for applications where RB-tree is slower across all inputs, it is still faster on inputs with few metadata accesses. The variable performance of RB-tree, which is highly dependent on the number of metadata accesses, highlights the need for dynamic metadata structure switching to automatically select the optimal metadata structure.

Min-shadow memory mode, without additional optimization, outperforms ASan on all 26 programs (for both empty and provided seeds), as shown in Table 4. More specifically, the average improvement is 45% when starting with an empty seed and 43% when starting with the provided seeds. While different min-shadow memory heap configurations show gradual increases in memory overhead (from 1GB to 16GB, in line with the heap size), all of them outperform ASan (at worst, min-shadow memory is still 36% faster than ASan with a provided seed).

Additionally, both metadata configurations can utilize our two engineering optimizations; i.e., removing logging and modifying ASan’s initialization (as described in § 4). Table 5 shows that the average improvement of removing unnecessary logging is 24% when starting with an empty seed and 19% when starting with the provided seeds. Similarly, modifying the initialization sequence improves performance by 15% when starting with an empty seed and by 11% when starting with the provided seeds. Combining the two engineering optimizations with min-shadow memory demonstrates synergistic effects: the combined performance is 52% (7% better than native min-shadow memory) faster for empty seeds, and 48% (5% better than native min-shadow memory) faster for provided seeds.

Overall, FuZZan’s metadata structures show better performance than ASan’s shadow memory for all 26 Google fuzzer test suite applications. As shown in Table 6, the main reasons for FuZZan’s improvement are: (i) the smaller memory space reduces memory management overhead as page table management is more lightweight and incurs fewer page faults, (ii) our two engineering optimizations further reduce overhead and number of page faults by removing unnecessary opera-

Table 4: Comparison between four min-shadow memory modes, RB-tree, Native, and ASan execution overhead during input record and replay fuzz testing with empty and provided seed sets. The time (s) indicates the average of all 26 applications’ execution time during testing. Positive percentage (e.g., 20%) denotes overhead while negative percentage indicates a speedup.

Table 5: Comparison between FuZZan’s three different optimization modes, native min-shadow memory (1G) mode, and min-shadow memory (1G) mode with FuZZan’s two optimizations, and dynamic metadata structure switching (Dynamic) mode execution overhead during all 26 applications’ input record and replay fuzz testing.
Table 6: Comparison between native, ASan, min-shadow memory (1G), two optimizations with min-shadow memory executions with a breakdown of time spent in memory management, and time spent for ASan’s initialization and logging. Results are aggregated over 500,000 executions of the full Google fuzzer test suite. Times are shown in milliseconds, and % denotes the ratio between single execution time and each section execution’s time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>ASan’s init time ms (%)</th>
<th>ASan’s logging time ms (%)</th>
<th>Memory manage time ms (%)</th>
<th>Page fault #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0.05 (11.49%)</td>
<td>2,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASan</td>
<td>0.17 (10.58%)</td>
<td>0.30 (18.86%)</td>
<td>0.63 (40.16%)</td>
<td>11,967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.10 (9.51%)</td>
<td>0.01 (1.33%)</td>
<td>0.24 (24.77%)</td>
<td>7,386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min-Opt.</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0.24 (24.71%)</td>
<td>6,139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Evaluating the frequency of metadata structure switching and each metadata structure selection over the first 500,000 tests each for c-ares and vorbis in Google’s fuzzer test suite and pngfix, size, and nm. The number on each bar indicates the total metadata switches.

large number of metadata accesses, and removes the need for any user-driven profiling to make metadata decisions. Further, dynamic metadata structure switching scales alongside with the required memory of applications as it increases when the fuzzer finds deeper test cases, as evidenced by size, pngfix, or nm switching to different min-shadow memory modes (4GB, 8GB, and 16GB heap sizes), without user intervention. Without dynamic metadata structure switching, inefficient min-shadow memory modes would be used at the beginning of fuzzing campaigns, or users would have to pause and restart fuzzing campaigns to change metadata modes.

As an extreme example highlighting the need for automatic metadata switching, the nm benchmark changes metadata structures 682 times, underscoring the infeasibility of having a human analyst determine the single best metadata structure.

As a result of these factors, FuZZZan’s dynamic metadata structure switching mode improves performance over ASan by 52% when starting with empty seeds and 48% when starting with non-empty seeds. Further, ASan has 306% and FuZZZan has 94% (212% less) overhead with empty seeds and ASan has 303% and FuZZZan has 111% (192% less) overhead with non-empty seeds compared to native execution. Note that dynamic metadata structure switching has identical fuzzing performance to using min-shadow memory with 1GB heap alone, and improves performance over RB-tree up to 870%. Consequently, automating metadata selection is not adding noticeable overhead, while substantially improving user experience. We recommend using dynamic metadata structure switching mode for the following four reasons: (i) if the target application exceeds FuZZZan’s heap memory limit (1GB), dynamic metadata structure switching automatically increases the heap size for the few executions that require it (a fixed heap size results in false positive crashes due to heap memory exhaustion), (ii) preventing users from selecting an
incorrect metadata structure, (iii) using only one metadata structure (e.g., min-shadow memory) may miss the opportunity to further improve throughput, as, in some cases, RB-tree (or some future metadata structure) may be faster than min-shadow memory; (iv) manually selecting a metadata structure requires extra effort (e.g., measuring each metadata structure’s efficiency for the target application), which dynamic metadata structure switching mode avoids by automatically selecting the optimal metadata structure.

### 5.4 Real-world fuzz testing

Our experiments validating FuZZan use a record/replay approach to avoid any impact of randomness, allowing meaningful comparisons to a baseline. However, real-world fuzzing is highly stochastic, and so we also evaluate FuZZan in the context of several real-world end-to-end fuzzing campaigns without deterministic input record/replay. For this experiment, we select the following widely used programs: cxxfilt, nm, objdump, size (all from binutil-2.31), file (version 5.35), pngfix (from libpng 1.6.38), and tcpdump (version 4.10.0). Klees et al. [21] select and test cxxfilt, nm, and objdump in their fuzzing evaluation study. The remaining four programs (size, file, pngfix, and tcpdump) are widely tested by recent fuzzing works [1, 3, 6, 26, 36, 46]. For each binary, we run a fuzzing campaign. Each campaign is conducted for 24 hours and repeated five times. We measure the number of total executions and discovered unique paths when fuzzing with seeds from the seed corpus of each program with the right type file and three different configurations: native, ASan, and FuZZan’s dynamic metadata structure switching mode, and report the mean over the five campaigns.

As a result, FuZZan improves throughput over ASan by 61% (up to 88%). Interestingly, FuZZan discovers 13% more unique paths given the same 24 hours time due to improved throughput. Our evaluation also shows that improved throughput increases the possibility of finding more bugs in the same amount of time, as we discuss next.

---

Table 7: Evaluating FuZZan’s total execution number and unique discovered path for 24 hours fuzz testing with provided seeds. The (M) denotes 1,000,000 (one million) and ratio (%) is the ratio between ASan and FuZZan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>ASan</th>
<th>FuZZan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exec #</td>
<td>path #</td>
<td>exec #</td>
<td>path #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cxxfilt</td>
<td>86M</td>
<td>2,769</td>
<td>33M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>29M</td>
<td>1,126</td>
<td>7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>51M</td>
<td>1,272</td>
<td>7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objdump</td>
<td>95M</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>15M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pngfix</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>971</td>
<td>18M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>52M</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>17M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcpdump</td>
<td>70M</td>
<td>3,587</td>
<td>11M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>419M</td>
<td>11,311</td>
<td>108M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 8: Evaluating FuZZan’s bug finding speed. The TTE denotes the mean time-to-exposure. The AF is assertion error and the BO denotes buffer overflow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>ASan</th>
<th>FuZZan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TTE (s)</td>
<td>TTE (s)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-ares</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>json</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>7,314</td>
<td>4,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openssl-1.0.1f</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcre2</td>
<td>7,036</td>
<td>4,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14,887</td>
<td>5,586</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 9: Comparison between Native, MSan, MSan-nolock, and min-shadow memory execution overhead during input record and replay fuzz testing with provided seed sets. MSan-nolock disables lock/unlock for MSan’s logging depots. Time (s) indicates the average of execution time. Positive percentages denote overhead, negative percentages denote speedup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>time (s)</th>
<th>vs. Native (%)</th>
<th>vs. MSan (%)</th>
<th>vs. MSan-nolock (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSan</td>
<td>14,074</td>
<td>9,575</td>
<td>-97</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSan-nolock</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>-97</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min-16G</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>-98</td>
<td>-13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.5 Bug finding effectiveness

FuZZan increases throughput while maintaining ASan’s bug detection capability, potentially enabling it to find more bugs. To demonstrate this, we evaluate FuZZan’s bug finding speed and compare it to a fuzzing campaign with ASan. In this evaluation, we target five applications in Google’s fuzzer test suite. These applications are chosen because we found bugs in them (using ASan and dynamic metadata structure switching mode) within a 24 hour fuzzing campaign. We use the seeds provided by the test suite and repeated each campaign five times. Note that we do not replay recorded inputs during these campaigns, instead letting the fuzzer generate random inputs. Table 8 shows the mean time (over five campaigns) to find each bug. Notably, FuZZan finds all bugs up to 61% (mean 42%) faster than ASan, and is faster in all cases. This experiment emphasizes our belief that throughput is paramount when fuzzing with sanitizers.

### 5.6 FuZZan Flexibility

**Applying FuZZan to Memory Sanitizer.** Like ASan, numerous sanitizers use shadow memory for their metadata structure [47]. For example, other popular sanitizers, such as Memory Sanitizer (MSan) [48] and Thread Sanitizer (TSan) [42], also rely on shadow memory for metadata. FuZZan optimizes sanitizer usage of shadow memory without modifying the stored shadow information or how the sanitizer uses that infor-
mation. Consequently, porting our shadow metadata improvements in FuZZan from ASan to other sanitizers is a simple engineering exercise. To demonstrate this, we port FuZZan to MSan. In so doing, we shrink MSan’s memory space to implement min-shadow memory 16G for MSan (1GB for the stack, 16GB for the heap, and 2GB for the BSS, data, and text sections combined). We only implement one metadata mode for our MSan proof-of-concept to validate our claim that applies FuZZan to other shadow memory based sanitizers is an engineering exercise.

Table 7 summarizes MSan’s performance overhead on different modes for all 26 evaluated applications. Initially, min-shadow memory shows high overhead—around 96 times native. Analyzing this, we found that MSan’s fork() interceptor locks all logging depots before fork() and similarly unlocks them afterwards to avoid deadlocks. However, as explained in § 4, locking/unlocking logging depots is unnecessary for fuzzing because these logging depots exist for bug reporting and fuzzing inherently enables replay by storing test inputs when the fuzzer finds bugs. We thus disable these lock/unlock functions to create the MSan-nolock mode, which has reasonable overhead (2.6 times that of native).

FuZZan’s MSan min-shadow memory 16G mode shows 13% performance improvement compared to MSan-nolock mode, demonstrating FuZZan’s efficacy when applied to MSan. We expect that additional optimization and the application of the dynamic switch mode will lead to even higher performance improvement. We leave this engineering as future work.

Applying FuZZan to MOpt-AFL. FuZZan is not coupled to a particular fuzzer or fuzzer version. Most modern fuzzers [2, 3, 31, 31] extend AFL, so our approach applies broadly. To demonstrate this, we apply FuZZan to MOpt-AFL [31], which is an efficient mutation scheduling scheme to achieve better fuzzing efficiency. We modify MOpt-AFL to add FuZZan’s profiling feedback and dynamic metadata switching functions. To measure FuZZan’s impact on MOpt-AFL, we select seven real-world applications (the same set as Table 7) and fuzz them for 24 hours each, repeating the experiment five times to control for randomness in the results. On average, ASan-MOpt-AFL mode discovers 85% more unique paths given the same 24 hours time due to MOpt-AFL’s effectiveness compared to ASan. Notably, FuZZan-MOpt-AFL mode discovers 112% more unique paths (27% higher than ASan-MOpt-AFL) due to the improved throughput.

6 Discussion

In this section, we summarize some potential areas for future work, a possible security extension enabled by FuZZan, and lessons learned in designing FuZZan.

Removing conflicts between sanitizers. ASan’s shadow memory scheme conflicts with other sanitizers that are also based on shadow memory, e.g., MSan and TSan. Each sanitizer interprets the shadow memory in a mutually exclusive manner, prohibiting the use of multiple concurrent sanitizers. For example, ASan uses shadow memory as a metadata store, while MSan prohibits access to the same memory range. FuZZan’s new metadata structures can be adapted to avoid this conflict, and enable true composition of sanitizers, since we use lightweight, independent metadata structures. Each sanitizer can map its own instance of our metadata structure, and all sanitizers may coexist in a single process. However, some engineering effort is required to port sanitizers to our new metadata structures. An alternate approach would be to have one metadata structure that stores information for all sanitizers. Whether having a unified metadata structure or a metadata structure per sanitizer is more efficient is an interesting research question.

Possible security extension. Unfortunately, ASan’s virtual memory requirements directly conflict with fuzzers’ abilities to detect certain out-of-memory (OOM) bugs. For example, fuzzers typically limit memory usage to detect OOM errors when parsing malformed input. However, ASan’s large virtual memory requirement masks OOM bugs, leaving them undetected because of the difficulty of setting precise memory limits. Consequently, using a compact metadata structure with ASan not only improves performance, but also can enable an extension of ASan’s policy to cover OOM bugs.

Lessons Learned. Our initial metadata design leveraged a two-layered shadow memory metadata structure that split metadata lookups into two parts: a lookup into a top-level metadata structure, followed by a lookup into a second-level metadata structure a la page tables. While this design vastly reduced memory consumption and management overhead, the additional runtime cost per metadata access of the additional indirection resulted in the two-layer structure being slower than ASan in all cases.

For dynamic metadata structure switching, we evaluated two additional policies: (i) utilizing more detailed metadata access information such as each object type’s (e.g., stack) metadata access (e.g., insert) count and each operation’s microbenchmark results, and (ii) running each metadata mode, measuring their execution time, and selecting the fastest metadata mode. In our evaluation, the additional sampling complexity of these policies outweighed any gains from more precisely selecting a metadata structure.

7 Related Work

7.1 Reducing Fuzzing Overhead

Several approaches reduce the overhead of fuzzing. One approach is to reduce the execution time of each iteration. AFL supports a deferred fork server which requires a manual call to the fork server. The analyst is encouraged to use the deferred fork server, and manually initiate the fork server as
late as possible to reduce, not only overhead from linking and libc initializations, but also overhead from the initialization of the target program. Deferred mode, however, cannot reduce the teardown overhead of heavy metadata structures. AFL’s persistent mode and libFuzzer eliminate the overhead from creating a new process. However, these approaches require manual effort, and users must know the target programs. Xu et al. [55] implement several new OS primitives to improve the efficiency of fuzzing on multicore platforms. Especially, by supporting a new system call, snapshot instead of fork, they reduce the overhead of creating a process. Moreover, they reduce the overhead from file system contention through a dual file system service. However, this approach requires kernel modifications for the new primitives, and does not reduce the overhead of sanitizers.

Another approach is to improve fuzzing itself so that it can find more crashes within the same amount of executions. AFLFast [3] adopts a Markov chain model to select a seed. If inputs mutated from a seed explore more new paths, the seed has higher probability to be selected. With given target source locations, AFLGo [2] selects a seed that has higher probabilities to reach the source locations. Several approaches adopt hybrid fuzzing, taint analysis, and machine learning to help fuzzers explore more paths. SAVIOR [8] uses hybrid fuzzing, combining it with concolic execution to explore code blocks guarded by complex branch conditions. RedQueen [1] uses taint analysis and symbolic execution for the same purpose. VUzzer [40] also uses dynamic taint analysis and mutates bytes which are related to target branch conditions to efficiently explore paths. TIFF [18] infers the type of the input bytes through dynamic taint analysis and uses the type information to mutate the input. Matryoshka [7] uses both data flow and control flow information to explore nested branches. In addition to hybrid fuzzing with traditional techniques such as symbolic and concolic executions, NEUZZ [46] adapts neural network and sets the number of covered paths as an objective function to maximize covered paths. Angora [6] adapts both taint analysis and a gradient descent algorithm to improve the number of covered paths. These approaches do not reduce the execution time of each iteration. They are therefore orthogonal to our work. Thus, we can use these approaches to further increase fuzzing performance.

7.2 Optimizing Sanitizers

Since C/C++ programming languages are memory and type unsafe languages, several sanitizers [47] target memory safety violations [5, 23, 41, 48, 49] and type safety violations [14, 19, 24, 29]. Despite their broad use, sanitizers have several limitations such as high overhead, limited detection abilities, and incompatibility with other sanitizers.

To reduce sanitizer overhead, ASAP [52] and PartiSan [25] disable check instrumentation on the hot path according to their policies. The intuition of both approaches is that most of the sanitizer’s overhead comes from checks on a few hot code paths that are frequently executed (e.g., instrumentation in a loop). ASAP removes check instrumentation on the hot path based on pre-calculated profiling results at compile time. In PartiSan [25], Lettner et al., propose runtime partitioning to more effectively remove check instrumentation based on runtime information during execution. However, both approaches miss a main source of overhead when reducing the cost of ASan during fuzzing campaigns: the overhead is due to memory management and not due to the low overhead safety checks. As ASAP and PartiSan target the cost of checks, they are complementary to FuZZan. To fuzz quickly, there is an option to generate a corpus from a normal binary, and then feed the corpus to an ASan binary. FuZZan can also adopt this option for fast fuzzing.

Pina et al., [38] use multi-version execution to concurrently run sanitizer-protected processes together with native processes, synchronizing all versions at the system-call level. To synchronize all versions, they use a system-call buffer and a Domain-Specific Language [37] to resolve conflicts between different program versions. Xu et al., [54] propose Bunshin to reduce the overhead of sanitizers and conflicts based on the N-version system through their check distribution, sanitizer distribution, and cost distribution policies. Since these approaches are based on N-version systems, they increase hardware requirements such as several dedicated cores and at least N times of memory. Also, these approaches do not address the fundamental problem of ASan memory overhead.

8 Conclusion

Combining a fuzzer with sanitizers is a popular and effective approach to maximize bug finding efficacy. However, several design choices of current sanitizers hinder fuzzing effectiveness, increasing the runtime cost and reducing the benefit of combining fuzzing and sanitization.

We show that the root cause of this overhead is the heavy metadata structure used by sanitizers, and propose FuZZan to optimize sanitizer metadata structures for fuzzing. We implement and apply these ideas to ASan. We design new metadata structures to replace ASan’s rigid shadow memory, reducing the memory management overhead while maintaining the same error detection capabilities. Our dynamic metadata structure adaptively selects the most efficient metadata structure for the current fuzzing campaign without manual configuration.

Our evaluation shows that FuZZan improves performance over ASan 52% when starting with empty seeds (48% with Google’s seed corpus). Based on improved throughput, FuZZan discovers 13% more unique paths given the same 24 hours and finds bugs 42% faster. The open-source version of FuZZan is available at https://github.com/HexHive/FuZZan.
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